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About This Game

The ultimate race of life....

~Steven and the rest of the sperm were preparing for their big race, when all of a sudden, a horrific rush of spermicide began to
attack and kill them all! Many (future) lives perished, but one survived - Steven!

Steven was fast and nimble, and managed to evade the threat! Now, all alone with the spermicide closing in on him ever so
quickly, Steven must make it to the egg before it's too late! Will a child be born, or will the commanding contraception erase

him from exquisite existence?~

Features!

 6 awesome and unique stages! (12 stages technically if you count unlocking something that may... "modify" these levels
a bit...)
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 Challenging and addictive gameplay with satisfying sound effects that'll keep you playing for hours! (even if you die
over and over again.)

 Charming game atmosphere with a late 90s PC game vibe, and lots of little quirks and details!

 Cool unlockable title screens and cosmetics to personalize your game!

 Achievements to help give some extra objectives and spicen up the stages after you've mastered them!

 Bonus videos that'll make you want to see what happens when you (or IF you can) 100% the game...

 A nice and simple High Score board to help track your accomplishments and improvement!

Can you make it to the egg and give birth to a beautiful life? Or will you perish and
leave only failure in your wake?
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steve sperm donor

See this

http://steamcommunity.com/profiles/76561198133769938/recommended/473640/. Awesome spin on tower defense where you
can also play as the attacker, design your own maps and mechs. That's right, DESIGN YOUR OWN MECHS.. Reminds me a
lot of Dragon Warrior III, one of my most beloved games from my childhood. Like the Dragon Warrior/Quest games, many of
the story bits are sidequests that don't hook into the main story per se. Unlike the Dragon Quest games, many of those quests
give you a real choice to make, which affects your rewards and the quest's outcome.

Long story short: Play this if you loved Dragon Quests 3-6!. A great fun and free experience. While currently a small selection,
it is very well done. This is along the quality of what I would expect form an actual museum making a VR project. I look
forward to any updates. Very impressive for only 3 months by 1 high school student.. Full Bore is the kind of game where
everything feels like it was really well thought out. The central concept of the game is solving puzzles while you explore the
game's world. Along the way you collect gems and read about the lore of the events that happened leading up to the present time
within the game. Because of some excellent puzzle design and well paced introduction of new puzzle mechanics the game never
felt boring to me. Full Bore also features a time travel mechanic that lets you undo the last number of things you've done as well
as soft resetting the current puzzle you are working on. This alone helped make what would have been frustrating and tedious
puzzle solving into fun and difficult puzzle solving. Only major gripes with the game are that you have to re-solve a number of
puzzles when you go through a previously explored area for some, but not all areas. This is exacerbated by the lack of a clear
map and very conservative fast travel locations, which make traveling to certain locations to clear out the map a bit of a pain.
Overall I quite enjoyed Full Bore.. Nice platformer\/puzzle game, with (for me) relaxing atmospehre and music.
Thumb up!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/W0nfMnFPD8M
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I reccomend this game because it's fun and better than the new one. The classic Blitz mode where you go up against waves of
bots with up to 3 friends or randoms. Crossfire mode where you have to take out the enemy moneyball with your bots before
they take out yours. How could you forget about the lovable Bullseye (The MNC mascot) who you can shoot for money! "If you
brought your sniper rifle from home, than you could take some shots at Bullseye and get a few bucks off the field!" (not an
exact quote) Although it may be a bit difficult to find a game all the time, there is still a loyal community that hosts events to
play on the weekend or weeknights. One being Hotshots Forever 
(http://steamcommunity.com/groups/hotshotsforever/discussions/0/630802344396119611/) ,Had to put a discussion because the
homepage wouldn't work, a group I am in myself (personally, I prefer Icemen, or the Blue team in games). I don't think it's
overpriced for the amount of fun you can still have so I say, gr8 game m8 I r8 8/8.. My personal RIP - Trilogy shortcut.. One
would think an infinitely stretchy arm would make life easier.. The definition of a hidden gem, Sojourner could easily be missed
in the crowd of games on sale. If you did, you'd be missing out on an absolutely heartwarming, 4th-wall shattering, and just
straight-up interesting JRPG. With plenty of humor and humility, the developer riffs on the classic formula by introducing a
unique party system, allowing for great customization. It's paired with pleasant graphics and a great soundtrack that clearly has a
lot of love and effort.

More people should know about Sojourner, because it's fun and wonderful.. Fun little game, forgetable, but good as long as it
lasts.. I am really sorry if I offend die hard fans, however I have been playing the Tom Clancy games from the very first one but
this one is without doubt the worse game I have ever played in the franchise. When my character attempts to run he moves like
he is waist deep in mud and the Ai commands make them as dumb as fudge, you tell the team to hold and they seem to get
lonely if you are more than 100 yards from sight and decide to follow you and when I say follow you I truly mean that as that is
all the stupid muppets do as they start screaming ARGH I 'M BEING SHOT??? Well shoot back then you think oh no the dumb
as fudge AI just stands there getting shot as once they can see you they go back to TEAM HOLD mode?!!

Okay, so I only paid £1.63 for this but I still feel as though they saw me coming and thought "Ah yes another franchise mug
about to get mugged" I am going to complete this game as a form of self punishment for not listening to the negative reviews
that for once were highly accurate!

#### FOR ANYONE STUCK ON THE *** YASOV *** MISSION ####

Just before you climb the mini ladder to get onto the roof press F5 for a quick save and then LOWER your graphics to
1080x720 THEN climb the ladder kill the roof guard and then press F5 to save again now CHANGE the options back to what
they were PRESS F5 again and then press F8 to load that quick save and this is how you get passed the screen blacking out!!.
Little game, for big guys ^_^. I bought this during a sale as it seemed interesting enough, and it had a nudity patch. But that was
all. It only added some nudity. Everything else is cencored (or probably non-existant); with a representation of the act being a
volcano erupting. I only bought it as I wanted to try a hentai-ish game since Steam allows that sort of thing now, and this was
very cheap. But I've came across some much better graphic novels of that sort now. I suggest going for a slightly more high
budget game if you're looking for something more intriging.. Can't recommend or not and since there's no neutral vote button i'd
rather press thumbs down. Pretty mediocre game so far, but still a way to kill time. Yes, combat includes parrying, dodging and
a backstab (with random chance) but it all feels a bit clunky and non-impactful. The world looks dull. Overall this one is
mediocre rogue-like dungeon crawler.

P.S. "souls-like" term really needs to die. Give me the deep and dark lore, builds and weapon variety, invasions, huge beautiful
world with badass bosses - then call the game "souls-like". Not like "hey, we have a dodge-roll. This is so darksouls'ish"
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